Now Blackwell new titles information is as close as your personal computer.

If your library spends hours handling new titles announcement forms and reading fiche, these two new Blackwell services will be good news, indeed. You can put your PC to work managing new titles information, giving you greater control and faster ordering.

**On diskette.**

*PC-New Titles Announcement Service*

*PC-NTAS* provides your library’s New Titles Announcement Forms on diskette each week. View your Blackwell New Titles profile matches on screen.

Search, display, print forms and create orders as needed with the program’s link to Blackwell’s PC-Order. Best of all, the PC-NTAS program and weekly diskettes are available free to Blackwell approval and forms customers.

**On line.**

*New Titles Online*

*NTO* gives immediate answers about new title status to libraries with PC/modem hardware. You gain dial-up access to Blackwell’s New Titles database featuring titles of interest to academic and research libraries. Once on line, you can search by a variety of parameters, and generate approval orders (“Be sure to send on approval”) and firm orders. It’s current, comprehensive and very affordable.

**BLACKWELL**

NORTH AMERICA, INC.

Part of a proud bookselling tradition dating from 1879.

Lake Oswego, Oregon • Blackwood, New Jersey

Toll free 1-800-547-6426
MATSS — The Perfect Software System for Automated Acquisitions

As a well established source for the supply of books and cataloging services, Midwest Library Service has developed MATSS — a PC based, fully integrated software acquisitions system for libraries.

The software package consists of program diskettes, reference manual, on-site training and installation.

Features of MATSS:

- Multi-terminal version with a local area network.
- Order creation via downloaded MARC records from major bibliographic utilities and CD-ROM databases.
- Duplicate order checking.
- Orders in printed or BISAC (fixed/variable) formats for electronic transmission to vendors.
- Toll-free order transmission to Midwest Library Service.
- Integrated vendor statistics and fund accounting.
- Electronic invoicing on diskette for MLS invoices.
- User selected management reports.
- Automatic claiming/cancellation.

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, MO 63044

Call toll-free 1-800-325-8833
Missouri librarians call toll-free 1-800-392-5024
Canadian librarians call toll-free 1-800 527-1659
At Ballen, everybody works in customer service.

Ballen's commitment to customer service spans from the boardroom to the stockroom. It's what sets us apart from other booksellers, and a big reason why we have the highest fulfillment and lowest return rates in the industry.

Whether you're a large university, small junior college, medical school or special library, we work with you to tailor our services to your specific needs. These include our Approval Program, which is one of the most comprehensive and efficient available. Or our Firm Order Services, which produce the fastest possible response to every order, no matter how obscure the title. And our Continuation/Standing Order Services, in which no volume in any series is ever overlooked.

Our philosophy is simple: the better we serve each customer, the more customers we'll have to serve. To see the difference constant attention to customer service makes, call Ballen at 800-645-5237.

BALLEN BOOKSELLERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
125 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, New York 11788
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FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES ON PEACE & PEACE EDUCATION
by Birgit Brock-Utne

"It is, without comparison, the most thorough and lucid presentation I have seen of the contributions that feminist perspectives can make to the field of peace studies."

—Håkan Wilberg, Director, Centre of Peace and Conflict Research, University of Copenhagen

ISBN: 0-8-036568-X Hardcover US$ 38.50

WHENCE THE GODDESSES A Source Book
by Miriam Robbins Dexter

"This is a sorely needed book, one that meticulously presents the evidence for ancient goddess worship with exacting, up-to-date scholarship of the highest order and without begging the question to further an ideology. I welcome it warmly."

—Richard P. Martin, Princeton University

1990 304 Pages ISBN: 0-8-037281-3 Softcover US$ 18.95
ISBN: 0-8-037279-1 Hardcover US$ 47.50

THE SEXUAL LIBERALS AND THE ATTACK ON FEMINISM
edited by Dorchen Leidholdt and Janice G. Raymond

This book documents a concerted assault on the goals, principles, and achievements of the women's movement. Filling a long-standing need for a radical feminist collection on contemporary sexual politics, the volume brings together an extraordinary list of contributors.

1990 256 Pages ISBN: 0-8-037457-3 Softcover US$ 16.95
ISBN: 0-8-037458-1 Hardcover US$ 35.00

BETWEEN WORLDS
Women Writers of Chinese Ancestry
by Amy Ling

"Amy Ling's pathbreaking research into the lives and literature of Chinese American women writers sets the agenda for future generations of scholars. Her highly-readable and engaging study constitutes a remarkable act of recovery. Between Worlds will interest readers inside and outside the academy, and across many disciplines."

—Mari Jo Buhle, Brown University

ISBN: 0-8-037464-6 Hardcover US$ 37.50

NARODNIKI WOMEN
Russian Women Who Sacrificed Themselves for the Dream of Freedom
by Margaret Maxwell

Narodniki Women introduces us to the pre-revolutionary Russian women who played a significant role in the struggle against Tsarist absolutism from the 1870s through 1917.

ISBN: 0-8-037462-X Hardcover US$ 36.00

THE REFLOWERING OF THE GODDESS
by Gloria Feman Orenstein

"A book of immense intelligence that weaves art, literature, history, and spirituality together in a profound vision that finds its center in the power of the female image. I thank Gloria Orenstein for sharing with us her journey to the deepest roots of human life—the creative spirit of the Goddess and the hope engendered there for a cultural renaissance."

—Marija Gimbutas, author of The Language of the Goddess

1990 256 Pages ISBN: 0-8-035178-6 Softcover US$ 17.95
ISBN: 0-8-035179-4 Hardcover US$ 47.50

SPEAKING FREELY
Unlearning the Lies of the Fathers' Tongues
by Julia Penelope

"Julia Penelope's analysis of the structure of patriarchal language exposes the structure of oppression. Language is a prison that circumscribes our possibilities of freedom and integrity until we make it ours—so that it says what we mean. This is a difficult, important book. It reminds us that feminism is a radical challenge to the status quo."

—Andrea Dworkin

1990 328 Pages ISBN: 0-8-036555-8 Softcover US$ 16.95
ISBN: 0-8-036556-6 Hardcover US$ 37.50

FEMALE-FRIENDLY SCIENCE
Applying Women's Studies Methods and Theories to Attract Students
by Sue V. Rosser

"Rosser performs an important task by drawing together and synthesizing a diverse literature on the personnel gap in American science, the debates within the academy on curricular structure and diversity, the feminist critiques of science and the scholarship on women's ways of knowing. The book offers a practical guide for teachers interested in opening up their science classrooms to women and people of color."

—Anne Fausto-Sterling, Professor of Medical Science, Brown University

1990 176 Pages ISBN: 0-8-037470-0 Softcover US$ 12.95
ISBN: 0-8-037469-7 Hardcover US$ 32.50

Ordering Information
For rush book orders, call toll free: 1-800-257-5755
9AM to 5PM E.S.T. Prices are subject to change without prior notice. US dollar prices quoted are valid for all countries except Australia, Austria, FR Germany, New Zealand, the UK and Eire.
How to take the anxiety out of finding back volume journals.

Our vast warehouse and comprehensive inventory continually contain the subject disciplines you require. We stock complete sets and individual volumes, in-print or out-of-print. We also buy your duplicate journals and provide appraisals.

For over thirty years we’ve taken the anxiety out of finding back volume journals, and built our reputation on kept promises. So write, call, FAX or access us through the FAXON-LINX network at the mailbox “Jaeger” for further information.

ALFRED JAEGER INC. 66 Austin Boulevard, Commack, NY 11725
New WAITS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500 • TELEX 968-189
FAX 516-543-1537

ALFRED JAEGER INC. Dept. AG, 66 Austin Blvd., Commack, NY 11725
Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name ________________________

Company/Facility ________________________

Address ________________________

City ________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Phone ________________________
REDUCE YOUR SERIALS MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS.

Now you can use a few square inches of counter space to support a full serials management system. Remo, the first microcomputer based software package handles the full range of serials management functions. Remo offers automated claiming, routing management, analysis and user generated custom reports in a stand alone or network configuration.

Remo is the modern cost effective way to convert a time consuming manual process into a fast and easy check-in operation with full automated support. In the event of questions, an answer is only a phone call away on our toll free hot line.

Find out how Remo can help you reduce your serials management problems. Write for further information or call us at (800) 221-3306.

remo
Special issues of journals are an efficient method of scientific communication that is particularly popular with scientists. These special issues attract contributions of high quality and compare favorably when measured in relation to a journal's regular issues. In this fourth feature in Elsevier's Information on Information series, we review the main types of special issues, with a focus on conference proceedings.

**WHY SPECIAL ISSUES?**

The rationale for special issues of scientific journals is usually to (1) focus on an important theme or topic, (2) honor an individual or celebrate an historic occasion or (3) disseminate papers presented at a conference.

The first type — special issues focused on a theme or topic — is usually the result of some notable development in a field or the desire to provide a state-of-the-art review of a rapidly changing discipline.

“Festschrift” is the happy term often used for the second type. It reflects our very human impulse to celebrate achievement, whether by a person, a society or a journal that reaches a landmark event.

In both these cases, articles must meet the standard selection criteria of the journal. But, even before that, such submissions are usually by invitation. Thought has been given to inviting important new work by leading researchers and theoreticians. There is a heightened excitement attendant on the special focus of the issue. Most scientists agree that these factors encourage high quality.
PROCEEDINGS ISSUES
The third type is journal issues devoted to proceed-ings of an international conference in a specific research field — usually where important, cutting-edge results are reported. The high quality of these special issues derives from a distinctive multi-phase selection process. Proceedings issues also have advantages in speed, economy and effective-ness of dissemination.

QUALITY
The high quality of conference papers published in journals stems from the selection process. In advance of the conference, abstracts of proposed papers are submitted to the conference’s scientific committee, which selects the best proposals. Completed papers are then reviewed by the guest editors, often in collaboration with the journal’s editors, and then given to referees. They review each article according to the journal’s usual criteria, so that only papers that meet the journal’s standard for scope, style and quality are accepted for publication.

This winnowing process means that, frequently, the vast majority of proceedings articles submitted to the journal are returned to the authors, either because they require revision, have been rejected or do not fit within the scope of the journal.

SPEED AND ECONOMY
Speed and economy are another benefit of proceedings issues. They are copy-edited and typeset to ensure quality control, and issues are then pro-duced and distributed via the journal’s existing mechanisms. The scientific community receives the information efficiently, since automatic dis-patch to journal subscribers is faster and more cost-effective than the channels involved in pro-duction, marketing and distribution of proceed-ings in monograph form. Proceedings issues are also available for sale to non-subscribers on a single-issue basis.

ACCESSIBILITY
Speedy turnaround in publication is abetted by the overall accessibility of the journal literature. With journals routinely abstracted and indexed by the major services and with leading journals readily available in research libraries, the data con-tained in the journal proceedings issues quickly become available to a wide scientific audience.

CORPORATE RESEARCH INPUT
A further benefit is that conference proceedings often contain a high proportion of papers from the corporate sector. Since industry is less likely than the academic community to publish research results in regular journal issues, conference proceedings provide access to this critical source of research data.

VALUE AND USEFULNESS
There is hard evidence of the value and usefulness of proceedings issues, properly conceived and pro-duced. Elsevier compared the citation levels of ar-ticles in regular and proceedings issues from 15 of our leading journals in chemistry, physics and ma-terials science — fields where proceedings are fre-quently published in journals to meet scientists’ demand for speed. While these journals’ citation rates are impressive overall, the accompanying table reveals that proceedings issues usually equal or exceed the citation levels of a journal’s regular issues.

Questions occasionally arise whether publishers use proceedings as an easy way to fill a journal issue. To the contrary, we believe that the goal of everyone involved with an Elsevier journal is to maintain the high standards of quality for every issue published and to serve the research community by providing rapid access to quality scientific material.

On balance, the processes described above provide speed of delivery while guarding that the quality of our proceedings and other special issues is at least as high, and often a bit higher, than a journal’s regular issues. To ensure this is an ongoing com-mitment at Elsevier.
You can have it all.

Others can place your order,
but only Faxon provides a complete line of
serials acquisition and management services to guide you through
every step of your purchasing cycle.
Our accurate pricing information facilitates
budgeting and planning,
while other Faxon services simplify
ordering and renewal, speed check-in and claiming.
Start putting Faxon’s comprehensive
set of services to work for you.

Call today at
1-800-225-6055
(In MA, call 617-329-3350 collect)
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Coutts: Working as part of your team.

When you put Coutts on your team, you gain extensive knowledge of the book trade:
- bibliographic accuracy
- a single source to handle both the mainstream and esoteric publications
- personalized service
- book approval plans tailored to your specific and dynamic collection management requirements.
We handle firm orders, book approval plans, new title programs (notification slip service), continuations/standing orders, book processing and provide electronic access to information and PC-software for ordering.

Let our professional selectors, knowledgeable customer service specialists provide you with solid, innovative cost-effective service.
Please call or write for more information.

Coutts Library Services Inc.
736 Cayuga Street
Lewiston, New York 14092-1797
(716) 754-4304 collect
Fax: (416) 356-5064
Telex: 061-5299
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c/o Katina Strauch
Citadel Station
Charleston, S.C. 29409